Bingo 600 CTL Harvest Information

Approximate Closure Duration: 2 months
Closed Roads: Portions of 600, 620 and 640. All of 630.
Closed Trails: None
Haul Routes: 600 Road – Lewisburg Saddle
Detours: Ridge Trail - Bomb’s Away
Size: 72 acres  
Harvest Method: Harvester/Forwarder
Prescription: Commercial thinning of dead, diseased and suppressed trees. Spacing will be variable
Reason for Harvest: This timber harvest contributes to the overall sustainable harvest goal. Revenue supports Research Forests operations and teaching and research within the College of Forestry.
Stand Age: 34
Additional Considerations: A 400 foot strip below 600 road will be thinned to a wider spacing to reduce crown fuels and improve fire resistance.
Consistent w/ Forest Plan? Yes.

Know about closures before you go!
Learn more about e-mail, Facebook and web updates: https://cf.forestry.oregonstate.edu/get-involved/get-news
Contact us: (541) 737-4452

Forest closures are actively enforced by Benton County Sheriff’s Office. Harvest operations are extremely dangerous—please respect posted forest closures for your safety and the safety of the harvest crews.

Public Closure
Starting: 8/11/21

Closures in effect 7 days a week, 24 hours a day
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